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1. Introduction 
Let {y, 0 < t G T} be a continuous time, r x 1 stochastic process whose possible 
distributions are denoted by { PT}, 0 E 0 an open subset of p-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Let 0* denote the true value of f3 so that all unsubscripted probabilities are 
with respect to P&. The likelihood, based on a realization of the observed process, 
may be expressed as the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
&(e, e*) =g$ ({YJ). 
8’ 
Conditions under which the measures { PT} are mutually absolutely continuous and 
explicit expressions for the likelihood, which can be difficult to obtain, are given 
for diffusion and Poisson processes in Liptser and Shiryayev (I, II, 1977) and for 
LCvy processes in Akritas and Johnson (198 1). A survey of the likelihood in a variety 
of special cases is presented in Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980). 
This paper provides an alternative to inference based on the likelihood by 
developing an easy to obtain system of equations whose solution leads as T + 00 to 
strongly consistent and asymptotically normally distributed estimators for a wide 
class of semimartingale models under relatively weak considitions. Particularly, it 
it not required that the observed process by stationary, ergodic or Markov. This 
system of equations will be shown in Section 2 to be optimal in the sense of Godambe 
(1960), within a certain class of estimating equations. 
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The study of asymptotic properties of estimators based on general stochastic 
processes has to allow for realizations for which no estimator is consistent because 
these paths vary insufficiently to distinguish among the possible parameter values. 
This behavior, for example, can result from the existence of an absorbing state. 
Theorem 3.1 deals with this problem by presenting local conditions under which 
consistency holds. To prove asymptotic normality in such situations, we use the 
stable and mixing martingale central limit theorem of Hutton and Nelson (1984b). 
These results are illustrated in Example 3.3 for a two-dimensional linear birth and 
death process. In Theorem 3.2, we weaken the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and present 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency of the maximum likelihood 
estimator based on a class of diffusions. Asymptotics for maximum likelihood 
estimators have been treated by (among others) Prakasa Rao and Rubin (1981), 
Liptser and Shiryayev I, II, 1977), Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980), and Kutoyants 
(1978). 
For any matrix A = (au), let A’ denote its transpose and set )JA(I’ = xv us. For a 
square matrix A, let IAl denote its determinant. If A is symmetric, nonnegative 
definite, let A”* be its unique nonnegative definite square root and use A+ to denote 
its Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. Furthermore let Amax(min)(A) := maximum 
(minimum) eigenvalue of A. For an r x 1 vector a = (a,, u2,. . . , a,)‘, we will use a 
dot on top of a to denote differentiation with respect to 0 so that 
da, *xp 
b:=- ) ( > 80, i=l,..., r,j=l,..., p. (1.1) 
2. The model and the estimator 
Let {PF} be a family of probability measures such that each (0, F, P,‘) is a 
complete probability space. Let {F,, 0~ t 6 T} = {Ff} denote the natural filtration 
and .C? the predictable a-field with respect to {FT}. We will assume that for each 
P,‘, the observed process {yl, OS t} is a semimartingale of the form 
yF’:= ‘f;@)dh,+ mr(0), 
I 
Tao, eE 0, (2.1) 
0 
where {A,} is a real monotone-increasing, right continuous process with Ao= 0, 
{m,(e), F,, Pr} is a cadlag, locally square-integrable martingale with characteristic 
(m(e));-“’ given by 
I 
T 
(WNT = a:“‘(e) dh,, Ts0, 
0 
(2.2) 
and the processes {A,}, {at(O)} and {h(e)} are predictable (which ensures the 
uniqueness of {L(e)} with repect to the measure dP, x dh, on 9). We will further 
assume that the elements of J(0) are continuously differentiable a.e. with respect 
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to the elements of 8 and that for all 0, O* E 0, T > 0, 
P e* 
(1 
,:T lli:(e)a:(elf.(~*)l12dn,<~) = 1, 
P: 
(1 
or ll~:(e),:(e)a:(e*)a:(elj;(e)l12dh,<oo)=1. 
Henceforth, we will take the cadlag version of all locally square 
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(2.3) 
integrable martin- 
gales {m,} and we will let [ rnlr denote the quadratic variation process associated 
with {m,}. 
The class of semimartingales given in (2.1) contains many widely used continuous 
time stochastic models, such as diffusions, Poisson processes, queues and branching 
processes. Moreover, using a construction mentioned in Shiryayev (1981), the 
discrete time regression models of Wedderburn (1974) and Nelson (1980) can be 
represented in the form of (2.1) with A, equal to the greatest integer function. 
Our goal is to make inferences about 0 based on a realization {JJ,>~, of a process 
satisfying (2.1). Since we are using the natural filtration {Fj’}, the processes {J(e)} 
and {al(@)} are observable up to knowing the true value of 8. This is analogous to 
a regression model where only the forms of the mean and variance and the nature 
of the dependence structure among the error terms are specified. For a univariate 
(r = l), discrete time regression model with independent error terms whose distribu- 
tions are in the exponential family, the score function depends only on the means 
and variances of the observations even when those moments are related. See 
Wedderburn (1974) and Bradley (1973). Wedderburn (1974) proposed using the 
exponential family score function to estimate 0 even when the distribution of the 
error terms is not specified. He called the integral of the score function a quasi- 
likelihood. 
We follow a similar procedure and define a quasi-likelihood Q7( 0) for (2.1) based 
on its instantaneous mean and variance by 
QT(~):= J Qri(B)d@i, i=l,2 ,,.., p, (2.4) 
where 
@‘(6’):= r~;(~)a;(~) dy, - Tf;(f+z:(e)J(0) dh,. J J (2.5) 0 0 
We define a maximum quasi-likelihood estimator (mqe) & to be a local maximum 
of Q,(e) and therefore given by a solution to the system of equations 
QT( e> = OP”‘. (2.6) 
The p x 1 vector &( 0) is (under some regularity conditions) a true score function 
if {yt} is a multivariate counting process or a diffusion, (see Liptser and Shiryayev, 
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I, II, 1977). From (2.1) and (2.5) it follows that 
Q&V = =j:(@a:(e) dm,(e) 
I 
a.e. P,T. 
0 
(2.7) 
Thus, {Q,(O)}:, is a local martingale with respect to P,‘, just like a true score 
function. To insure that QT( 0) is defined we will assume that QT( 0) is a continuously 
differentiable vector field and that its Jacobian matrix, which we will denote by 
&(0), is symmetric (see Williamson, Crowell and Trotter, 1968). Since {y,} is an 
observed process and {A,} does not depend on 19, conditions for the existence of 
&( 0) can be found in Hutton and Nelson (1984a). 
The following simple example illustrates some important aspects of quasi-likeli- 
hood estimation. Let {yl} be a real-valued process with differential 
dy,=8dt+@dm,, t>O,e>O, 
where {m,} is a locally square integrable martingale with characteristic (m), = t a.e., 
t > 0. In terms of (2.1), f,(0) = 0, a,(e) = 02, a.e., t>O. From (2.17) and Lepingle’s 
law of large numbers (see (3.9)) we have 
(2.8) 
Note that if it is further known that {m,} is a Wiener process, the measures {P,‘} 
are mutually singular and 8” can be identified by computing 
lim maxdrL+O &~=l(Ay,,)2/ T, where 0 = to< t, < - . * < t, = T is a partition of the 
interval [0, T] and At, = tk - tk-] and Ay,, = y,, -y,,_, . 
Our main point will be that the mqe may be used to consistently estimate 8 even 
when only partial information about the distribution of {y,) is available. The 
quasi-likelihood score &(f?) is easy to obtain from (2.1), whereas the likelihood 
may be unknown even if the distribution of {y,} is known. Furthermore, as indicated 
above, the mqe and maximum likelihood estimator are equal in some important 
special cases. 
Using Shiryayev’s (198 1) representation of discrete time processes in the form of 
(2.1), it is easy to verify that both Nelson’s (1980) weighted least squares estimators 
and Wedderburn’s (1974) mqe are special cases of our mqe. Our results on con- 
sistency generalize those of Nelson (1980) by allowing both the conditional mean 
and covariance processes of his model to depend on 8. In addition, a direct 
application of our Theorem 4.1 gives conditions under which Nelson’s (1980) 
estimators are normally distributed on relevant subsets of the sample space. 
The mqe is in a class of estimators which are solutions to estimating equations 
Gpxl(R &If=,) =O, (2.9) 
where 
EO(G(B,{y,}T=o))=O for all 0EO. 
(Henceforth, set G( 8, {y,}:,) = G( 0) = (G,(e), . . . , Gp( O))‘.) 
(2.10) 
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For univariate, discrete-time observations in the single parameter case, Godambe 
(1960, 1985) proposed an efficacy type optimality criterion for such estimating 
equations which generalized the Cramer-Rao lower bound. This criterion was 
extended to the multiparameter case by Bhapkar (1972). We will show that within 
a certain class of estimating equations the quasi-likelihood score & 0) = o( 0) is 
optimal in the sense of Bhapkar. This extends the work of Thavaneswaran and 
Thompson (1984) on univariate semimartingales and single dimensional parameters. 
In our setting, where we assume here that a,( 0) is positive-definite, let 3 = { G( 0)) 
denote the class of estimating equations satisfying (2.10) which can be expressed 
in the form 
r 
G( 0) :== 
I 
a,(e) dm,(e), 
0 
where for all 13 E 0, the following conditions are satisfied: 
{a,(0),OS.sS T} is a p x r predictable process 
whose elements are 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
a.e. differentiable with respect to the components of 0, 
(2.13) 
I&( 0) := EO( G( 19)) is nonsingular, (2.14) 
CG( 0) := EO( G( f3)G’( 0)) is nonsingular. (2.15) 
Note that &( 0), and hence the score function for diffusions and counting pocesses, 
can be expressed in the form of the stochastic integvl given in (2.11). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose Q( 0) E 9, and set 
J(O):= Ee[Q(B)Q’(f?)]. 
Assume that J( 0) is positive-dejinite. 7’hen, for any GE 9, 
C,(w-H&wWfw0) 
is positive semi-definite, 
lffG(fW/l~G(~)l s l~O(W/lw31 = IJwl. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Proof. By direct computation we have, for all GE 3, 
KS(~) = -EtWW@Wl. 
The proof then follows using the same technique as in Rao (1965, p. 266) with Q( 0) 
playing the role of the score function. 
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Moreover, if the measures { Pr} are mutually absolutely continuous, under regular- 
ity conditions analogous to those assumed above, the upper bound in (2.18) is 
attained by the score function. 
3. Consistency 
The RP-valued vectors { &} will be called a strongly consistent family of maximum 
quasi-likelihood estimators on an event E if a.e. on E, lim.,, & = 19* and ultimately 
in T, &- is a local maximum of QT(0). Since we defined QT(0) as an indefinite 
integral with respect to 0 in (2.4), it attains a maximum value on every small closed 
sphere about 8*. Let &- be an interior point at which such a maximum is attained. 
The existence of a measureable version of & for each T follows from Lemma 2 of 
Jennrich (1969). The existence of a strongly consistent mqe on an event E follows 
if for all sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
lim sup (s~p,l+~*ll=~( Qr( 0) - QT( 0*)) < 0 a.e. on E. (3.1) 
T+cc 
Consider the following Taylor series expansion for Q,(0) about 8*: 
QT(~)=QT(e*)+(e-e*)‘Q,(e*)+t(e-e*)’ii,(e*)(e-e*)+R,(e), (3.2) 
where RT( 0) denotes a remainder term. If differentiation with respect to 0 can be 
passed through the integral used to define QT( f3) (see Hutton and Nelson, 1984a) then 
QT( e*) = -(Q( e*)), + other terms. (3.3) 
If we collect the remaining terms in Q,(e*) into R7(e), (3.2) becomes 
QT(e)=QT(e*)+(e-e*)‘QT(e*)-l(e-e*)’(Q(e*)).(e-e*)+R,(e). (3.4) 
In the following, we will use the expansion (3.4) with RT( 0) defined as the difference 
between the left and right sides. 
For notational convenience, we will let 
N=(e):=(e-e*)‘Q,(e*), VT:= (Q(e*h 
(3.5) 
A,(min(max)) := min(max) eigenvalue of V,. 
Note that { NT( 0), FT} is a locally square-integrable martingale with 
(N(e)), = (e - e*yv,(e - e*) a.e. (3.6) 
Expansion (3.4) can now be written as 
(3.7) 
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A key tool in developing sufficient conditions for the existence of a strongly 
consistent mqe is Lepingle’s (1977) law of large numbers which states that if h(x) 
is an increasing nonnegative function such that 
I 
co 
h?(x) dx < 00, (3.8) 
0 
and if {x,, F,} is a locally square-integrable cadlag martingale, then 
x,/h((x),) + 0 a.e. on the set where (x), -+ 00. (3.9) 
We will now use expansion (3.7) to develop sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a strongly consistent mqe. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that, a.e. on an event E, 
QT(0) as de$ned in (2.4) exists, 
h,(min) + Co, 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
there is a function h( * ) satisfying (3.8) such that lim sup 
h(Admax)) <co 
T-cc h,(min) 
lim sup 
SUP,,e-e*\,=s&W 
(NC@)), > 
<d for all small 6 > 0. 
7-+cC 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Then there exists a strotigly consistent mqe on E. 
Proof. We show that (3.1) holds. Let 
QT(e*) = (qTJ,qT,2 ,..., 9TP)‘. 
By Lepingle’s law of large numbers, 
4T,ilh((gi)T) + 0 a.e. 
on the set where (Qi)r + 00. Assumption (3.11) implies that, for each i, (4i)T + CCJ a.e. 
on E. It now follows that, for each i, 
4T,i 
h(AAmax)) 
+O a.e. on E. 
Hence, for (10 - 0*)) = S we have ultimately, in T, 
INT(@)I ~ 6 Cdl 14T,iJ = h(Admax)) JJ 
(N(e)), 6*AT(min) 
14T,il ~ o
GAr(min) i?, h(A,(max)) 
a.e. on E. 
Condition (3.1) now follows from expansion (3.7) and assumption (3.13). 
The following example illustrates an application of Theorem 3.1 in a simple case 
where fr( 13) is not linear in 8. 
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Example 3.1. Let {m,, F,} be a locally square-integrable martingale with (m), = T 
a.e.. For example, {m,} could be a process with stationary independent increments 
and need not be Brownian motion. Consider the model 
dy, = (0r&+ 0,vk’) dt+dm,, 0,> 0, 8,> 0, f< c < 1. 
It can easily be shown directly that condition (3.10) is satisfied. Also, 
A,(max)=(0:+0$T(l+o(l)), VI +0(I)), 
so that with h(t) = max (1, t’), 
lim sup 
h(h,(max)) ~ 2(e:+ e;)c+i 
l--m h,(min) e: * 
Thus (3.11) and (3.12) hold. Since 
8cw 0 1 
-z-=1 0’ ( ) 
for (( 0 - 0*11= 6 > 0, using Taylor’s theorem, 
Pw)l = I(e,- eT)(e,- e,*hl h-l 
(N(e)&- MfwT 
=+z ----+ 0 
h,(min) 
from (3.9). 
Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and a strongly consistent mqe 
exists a.e. 
Example 3.2. Suppose {w,, Fk} is a real discrete-time stochastic process with 
E,(w&-,) = exk, VarO(wklFk-l) = 0)x,. 
Here {xk} is a sequence of real random variables such that x, is measurable with 
respect to the a-field Fk_, for each k. For example, if {wk} is a branching process 
whose off spring distribution has a known variance u* and a mean 0, then g( 0) = u2 
and xk = wk-, . Similarly, if the conditional distribution of wk, given wk-r, . . . , w1 
is Poisson with mean Bxk or gamma with scale parameter one and shape parameter 
Oxk, the g( 0) = 0. Here xk may be viewed as a covariate, k 2 1. As was mentioned 
in Section 2, we can represent {wk, &} in the form of (2.1) by setting yt =I!:, wk, 
F, = Fr,,, A, = [t] = greater integer less than or equal to t, fi( 0) = ox,,,, m,( f3) = 
c’,l’, (Wc - Eo(%chh) and 4(e) =g(@+,. If we now let E denote the set where 
1 xk diverges to infinity, it can easily be shown that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied, and thus the mqe & =I::, wk/c[kfiO xk is strongly consistent 
on E. 
Example 3.2 illustrates the importance in applications of letting a,(0) depend 
on 8. 
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Example 3.3. Let {x, = (x:, x:), c 2 0) be a transient two-dimensional linear birth 
and death process with instantaneous birth and death rates b,,1, b,,*, b,, , b2,* and 
d 1.1, d,,, = 0 = d,,, , d,,*, respectively (see Hutton, 1980, for conditions which ensure 
that {x,} is transient). We will assume that the unspecified parameters are strictly 
positive. To estimate the birth and death rates define, for i,j = 1,2, 
By := no. of births of type i particles 
with a parent of type j up to time t, 
Di,:= no. of deaths of type i particles up to time t, 
and let 
yt = (&,I, B;*2, D;, B;.‘, Bfr2, Of)‘. 
Note that {vl} is a semimartingale of the form (2.1). If we let Sk:=./: xf dt for 
i = 1, 2, it can easily be shown that the mqe & of (b,,, , b1,2, dl,,, b,,, b2,2r d2,2) is 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 can be shown to be satisfied on the set E of 
nonextinction by using the following result: since d,,2 = d,, = 0, {x,} is also a two-type 
branching process. If we let A denote the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 
and if we let u and u denote the left and right eigenvectors of A with all coordinates 
strictly positive such that u * z7 = 1 and u. 1 = 1, it is a well-known theorem of 
branching processes that there is a nonnegative random variable W which is positive 
on E such that 
a.s. 
(see Athreya and Ney, (1972). Thus the mqe & is a strongly consistent estimator 
on E. 
For some diffusion processes, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 can be weakened 
to obtain some new results on the consistency of the mle (which is the mqe). 
Consider, for example, the scalar process satisfying 
dy,=(e,+B,t)dt+dw,, 
where {w,, F,} is a Wiener process. In this case, it can be shown that h,(max) = 
(T3/3)(l+o(l)) and AT(min) = (T/4)(1+0(1)). Thus (3.12) does not hold with any 
permissible function h( . ). However, the next theorem shows that (3.11) is necessary 
and sufficient for the existence of a strongly consistent mle in this and related special 
cases. This result is a continuous-time generalization of a result of Anderson and 
Taylor (1976). 
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose that y:“’ satisfies 
dy, = k,tId, + b,dw,, (3.14) 
where {w,, F,} is a k-dimensional Wiener process, kc r, and k:“P and bFxk are 
predictable matrices free of 8. Let a, = b,b: and assume F = u( U F,) and that Vr = 
jd k:a:k, dt exists for T > 0. If, for t > 0, 
k, is in the column space of b,, (3.15) 
and the mle is strongly consistent on an event E, then (3.11) holds. 
Conversely, if (3.11) is satisjied and the matrices b, and k, are nonrandom, then the 
mle is strongly consistent. 
Proof. First, we prove that (3.11) implies that the mle I$- is strongly consistent. 
Note that the remainder term in expansion (3.4) is zero here. For convenience, 
assume that h,(min) > 0 for T> 0. From (2.7) and (3.14) we have that 
T T 
& = v,’ 
5 
k:a: dy, = e* + V;’ k:a:b, dw,, T> 0. (3.16) 
0 I 0 
Since k, and b, are nonrandom, E(&)=e* and E(&-0*)(&-q*)‘= V;%O 
by hypothesis. Thus, & + B* in probability and it suffices to show that 
T 
XT := v;’ 
I 
k:a:b, dw, (3.17) 
0 
converges a.e. This will be done by showing that {zl, G,, t 3 1) is an a.e. convergent 
martingale, where zI:= x,-x, and Gt:= o(z,, 1 <s < t). Note that {xt, F,} is not 
necessarily a martingale. Since {I,’ k:a,b, dw,} is a Gaussian process with independent 
increments, and a direct computation shows that z, - z, and z, - zq are uncorrelated 
when 1~ q < r s s < t, they are also independent. Therefore, for 1~ s c t, 
E (z, ( G,) = z, a.e. (3.18) 
so that {zl, Gt, t 2 1) is a martingale. Since E(z,zi) = V;’ - VT’ for t 2 1, each 
component of z, is an L* bounded martingale and thus convergent a.e. This completes 
the proof of the sufficiency part of the theorem. 
To prove the necessity part of Theorem 3.2, we first note that the existence of 
any strongly consistent estimator on an event E implies that Pe and PO* are singular 
on E for 6J # 0*. By the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, there are disjoint sets 
n,, 0,. and fl, such that Pe(&) = PB*(anB) = 0, and Pe and Pe* are equivalent on 
0, with Radon-Nikodym derivative dP,/dP,*. Set 
df’o 0 on &, -= 
dP,* I cc on 0,. 
Freedman (1971) showed that 
(3.19) 
lim 
dP: dPO -=- ae 
T+addP;* dPOe . ’ 
P,+PB’, 
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where Pi is the restriction of P0 to FT. The strong consistency of the mle on E 
implies that Pe*({dPO/dPO* > 0) fl E) = 0. Thus 
dP,T 
-+ 0 
dP;e 
a.e. Pee on E. (3.20) 
It follows from assumption (3.15) that PT and P $ are equivalent (see Liptser and 
Shiryayev, 1977) and that 
log%= NT(O) -#(@NT. 
.9* 
(3.21) 
Thus N7( 0) - $( N( e)), + --OO a.e. Ps* on E. Since on the set where sup (N( ~9))~ < ~0, 
NT( 0) is bounded a.e., we have that (N( 0)), + IX as. on E for all f3 # 0*. Since 
(N( 13))~ = (8 - e*)‘Vr( 0 - f3*), it follows that A,(min) + co a.e. on E. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
4. Asymptotic normality 
The asymptotic distribution of a strongly consistent mqe on an event E follows 
from a Taylor-like expansion of &( &) and the stable and mixing martingale central 
limit theorem of Hutton and Nelson (1984b). Ultimately in T, we have a.e. on E that 
0 p”‘=&(&)=&(e*)- v,(&-e*)+r,(&) 
= Tf:(e*)a:(e*) dm,(e*)- v,(&-e*)+r,(&) 
I 
(4.1) 
0 
where ry(&) is a remainder term. We now use expansion (4.1) to obtain the 
asymptotic distribution of &. 
Theorem 4.1. Let {&} be a strongly consistent mqe which satisfies (4.1) ultimately in 
Ta.e. on an event E. Assume that E(hr(max))<co for TaO so that {or:= C&(t)*)} 
is actually a square-integrable martingale. Suppose there is a function k, diverging to 
co, a nonnegative definite matrix V (possibly random) and a positive-dejinite matrix 
1 such that 
(&,,0Y%d, k7 
li2rr( 0) -+ 0 in probability for some 6 > 0, (4.2) 
PLim k;“’ sup II A& II = 0, where Aor = & - or-, (4.3) 
r+m r=7- 
PLim kT’[ o]= = V, (4.4) 
T-co 
4’; G’E([QI,) =C, (4.5) 
Arnin(E([Ql~)+~, as T+a. (4.6) 
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7hen, if {ET} is a family of events such that P(E fl ET)+ P(E), for all zpxl, 
P([~];1’2VT(&-~*)~z~E,fI{~V~>O})+P(Z~~), (4.7) 
where Z has a standard multivariate normal distribution and is independent of V. If 
it is further assumed that 
E( S;IJ niltdlrll) <co> (4.8) 
so that [Q]= and VT are asymptotically equivalent on E, then, for all z, 
P(V:/2(~~-8*)~zlE,n{lVl>O})~P(Z~z). (4.9) 
Proof. The proof follows directly from an application for Corollary 2.3 of Hutton 
and Nelson (1984b) to {k71’2&( 0*)}, which by (4.1) and (4.2) is asymptotically 
equivalent in distribution to kT”2 VT( & - 0*). 
The following example illustrates the important role of stability in obtaining the 
asymptotic distribution of estimators which are consistent on part of the probability 
space. 
Example 4.1. Consider again the two-dimensional linear birth and death process of 
Example 3.3. In the expansion (4.1) for &( &), the remainder term rT( 0) is equal 
to 0. If we set k, = e*‘, where A is defined in Example 3.3, we can show that the 
conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied with 
v= WD -p$ flzL,2,2$ 
T2’ 
) 
I,1 . T,’ C,, bT.2 d,,2 
C=E(W)D 
where W and v = ( vl, v2) are defined in Example 3.3, and D( * ) is a diagonal matrix 
with the indicated elements on the diagonal. Thus 
Similar results for a simple linear birth and death process have been obtained by 
Keiding (1975). 
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